Playfield Use & Regulations

*All group representatives are responsible for ensuring their members
observe all directives contained on the Permit, Rental Terms and Conditions,
Parks and Pathways Bylaws, and the following regulations:
1. Possession and/or consumption of alcoholic beverages is forbidden in
all public areas, including playfields.
2. Field users are required to carry insurance and are responsible for any
damage their group may cause. This may include excessive damage to
the field, damage to surrounding properties (residences, schools, etc.),
or vehicles.
3. Crushed dolomite or latex may be used to mark playfields. Marking fields
with lime, herbicide, or heat is prohibited. Marking fields is the
responsibility of the user group.
4. Field and parking areas must be left clear of garbage.
5. Field users are expected to abide by all traffic laws and parking bylaws,
e.g. no stunting or speeding in alleyways.
a. Parking: DO NOT park in private parking lots, driveways, alleys
or on greenspace.
6. Please be considerate of community residents and all other park users.
Public disturbances, intimidating behaviour and excessive noise,
including vulgar language and honking of car horns, are prohibited.
7. Dogs are NOT ALLOWED on any playfield (Bylaw 23M2006 – Section
15). For their safety and the safety of others, please leave dogs at
home.
8. All groups are required to have their permit with them at all times. If a
non-permitted user is occupying the site, please contact 3-1-1
9. All playfield maintenance (e.g. grass cutting) concerns must go through
3-1-1; this will generate a service request for Parks to address the
situation in a timely manner.
10. Vehicles are NOT permitted to drive on Parks grass, including playfields.
11. If you are having port-a-potties placed on site, you must contact the
City through 3-1-1 to arrange with the Parks department for a suitable
location.
Failure to observe all directives contained on the Permit, Rental Terms and
Conditions, Parks and Pathways Bylaws and the above Use & Regulations
may result in consequences including the cancellation of a permit and
revocation of renewal privileges to playfields.
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